
MELAYANI: Untangling 

Problems to Improve Service 

Delivery



Background
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- Service delivery numbers 

stagnating

- Local governments 

- responsible, but not delivering

- RAAP worked on this problem,

but heavy World Bank support

(2015 - 2017)

- MELAYANI learned from RAAP, modified approach and 

explored ways to scale up. (Apr 2018 - Feb 2019)

- MELAYANI 2 looks for ways to apply lessons in INEY 

(Feb 2019 - Feb 2020) 



MELAYANI Overview 
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MELAYANI 1 

• Drew heavily on PDIA, with more attention to analytical steps 

• Local governments chose their own “service delivery 

problem” as long as it fell under nawa cita

• Program provided no significant funding, just TA to facilitate 

the process

• Each team had a small (USD 5,000) “slush fund” for small/ 

one-time expenses 

MELAYANI 2

• Looked at how to scale up within existing program (INEY) 

• Drew on existing (MELAYANI 1) experience (NTT) as well as 

examination of process in new locations (Sumatra, JaTim) 



The MELAYANI Process 

Source: Adapted from Andrews et al (2015) Building capacity by delivering results: Putting PDIA principles into practice
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1. Identify the Problem
• A locally felt problem is 

constructed, with a clear idea of 
what ‘problem solved’ will look 
like.

• A problem-solving team is 
assembled 

3. Find Solutions / 
Determine if right fit

Initial actions steps are identified by 
the team (what can we do first/next to 
start solving the problem?)

4. Implement Solutions – Action 
Action is taken; members of the 
team are encouraged to take action 
and are held accountable for their 
steps.

6. Implement Solutions –
Communicate Quick Wins

Using evidence from the stock-
take, communicates quick wins and 
lessons to bolster legitimacy and 
authority and expand support.

5. Implement Solutions – Stocktake
The team takes stock of experience:
• What results were achieved? 
• What lessons were learned? 
• What challenges were encountered? 
• How did we overcome the challenges? 

7. Key Question
Did the prior iteration 
solve the problem? 

7a. Yes
Exit the process 
and think about 
diffusion or scaling 
challenges.

7b. No
Build on expanded authority, 
use lessons to adapt thinking 
about the problem and 
potential solution designs, and 
iterate again. 

2. Understanding the Problem
• Use data to understand and verify 

problem
• Breakdown problem into smaller 

parts.



Coach will:
Support the group 
to communicate its 
successes and 
expand support for 
continued action.  

Coach will:
• Support the team as they start to take 

action on their assigned tasks. 
• Report regularly to leaders.
• Follow up regularly with team members 

according to a tight timeframe. 

Coach will:
• Work with the team to 

analyse the ‘change 
space’ for each small 
problem component.

• With the team, identify 
the sequencing of how 
team members will 
tackle each small 
problem. 

Coach will:
• Engage with smaller ‘problem-

solving team’ to break down 
problem

• Support team to verify data 
and analyse problem

• Understand factors driving 
performance

• Understand system activities

Coach will:
• Work with a broad group to identify a ‘good 

problem’ that is backed up by evidence. 
• Construct the problem using 5W exercise

The MELAYANI Process – Coach roles

Source: Adapted from Andrews et al (2015) Building capacity by delivering results: Putting PDIA principles into practice
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1. Identify the Problem
• A locally felt problem is 

constructed, with a clear idea of 
what ‘problem solved’ will look 
like.

• A problem-solving team is 
assembled 

3. Find Solutions / 
Determine if right fit

Initial actions steps are 
identified by the team (what 
can we do first/next to start 
solving the problem?)

4. Implement Solutions – Action 
Action is taken; members of the 
team are encouraged to take 
action and are held accountable 
for their steps.

6. Implement Solutions –
Communicate Quick Wins

Using evidence from the stock-
take, communicates quick wins 
and lessons to bolster legitimacy 
and authority and expand 
support.

7. Key Question
Did the prior iteration 
solve the problem? 

7a. Yes
Exit the process 
and think about 
diffusion or 
scaling 
challenges.

7b. No
Build on expanded authority, 
use lessons to adapt thinking 
about the problem and potential 
solution designs, and iterate 
again. 

2. Understanding the Problem
• Data is collected and verified.
• Problem is broken down to 

smaller parts

Coach will:
Lead team through a stocktake of 
what they have just completed:
• What results were achieved? 
• What lessons were learned? 
• What challenges were 

encountered? 
• How did we overcome the 

challenges? 

5. Implement Solutions – Stocktake
The team takes stock of experience:
• What results were achieved? 
• What lessons were learned? 
• What challenges were encountered? 
• How did we overcome the challenges? 



Key lesson 1: Shifting from “providing 

solutions” to “empowering local government” 
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Examples: 

- Belu- low capacity location able to undertake 

analysis and find solutions to address poor 

education quality 

- INEY- local governments trying to navigate to 

the “best solution” among many possible 

options 



32% of 6th graders passed the National Exam in 

2017

Education Quality in Belu



Problem exploration on Education Quality 

in Belu



Using data
Understanding profiles of well- and poor-performing schools



SMPN Raimanuk
Highest UN SMP test score despite rural location and lack of electricity 



SDI Tini
Lowest UN SD test score, despite central location in the city of Atambua



Finding out more… 
What factors support you (or 
your teachers) in teaching 
students well? (Faktor-faktor apa
saja yang mendukung
keberhasilan guru dalam
mengajar anak sekolah?)

What obstacles do you face in 
teaching or in supporting teachers 
to do well? 
(Hambatan/ tantangan apa guru 
mengalami selama mendorong
proses belajar mengajar?)



What did they find?
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Things that mattered to support quality education:

• Routine supervision of teachers by headmasters

• Routine meetings focused on classroom issues

• Support for internal working groups and learning

• Engagement of the school committee around both budget 

discussions and relations with parents. 

• Teachers supporting each other (dependent on school 

environment)

Missed opportunities: 

• School monitors were not working effectively. 



What did they do?
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• Changed approach to teacher and headmaster 

working groups 

• More accountability for school monitors 

But then…. 

• Started seeing opportunities for 

improvement 

• Tighter focus on underperforming schools 

• Increased use of local resources

• Internal sharing of best practices 

• Changed training approaches



Key lesson 2: Simple analysis is useful in 

understanding service delivery problems 
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Examples: 

- Belu- basic analysis lead team to question 

assumptions about problem causes, led to 

deeper examination 

- Kubu Raya- Mapping of service coverage 

(PAUD) was revelatory

- INEY- Mapping service coverage scaled up 

across priority kabupaten



Kubu Raya: Stunting focus
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- Team struggled with where to start, decided to 

find out “what is happening,” also struggled with 

breaking out of their sectors to discuss the 

problem in a multidimensional way  

- Education team very proud that they have fully 

implemented the “one village, one PAUD” 

policy because # PAUD > # villages 

- BUT …. mapping them out showed that only 67 

of their 118 village (57%) had a PAUD 



Kubu Raya: What next for PAUD? 
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- The data motivated key players, despite low 

support from leadership 

- Education department worked with village 

empowerment to encourage villages to 

implement using DD 

- Lesson 3a: Analysis of how implementation 

works 

- Villages struggling with PAUD registration/ establishment 

- Not just a funding problem 

- Other stakeholders need to be involved, communicating 



INEY: Mapping service delivery
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- Lessons from the Kubu mapping experience 

were drawn into INEY



Key lesson 3: Facilitating a problem-solving 

approach is not easy and may require support 
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Examples: 

- Mentors provided considerable support in the 

MELAYANI program 

- Challenges stem both from facilitator and 

government expectations of what facilitators 

should do (often “do for” or “give the answer”) 

- INEY working through what support at scale 

might look like (see Key Lesson 1) 



Key lesson 4: Leadership is important, but so 

is bureaucratic ownership 
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Examples: 

- Bojonegoro- strong ownership by Bappeda and DinKes

important in weathering Bupati change 

- Kubu Raya- lack of Bupati support can be partially 

overcome by committed bureaucrats 

- Belu- with a supportive Bupati, change was driven from 

below (school monitors) into the bureaucracy (Education 

Department) 

- INEY- case studies show pockets of motivated actors who 

can be mobilized for change 



Key lesson 5: Not all implementation problems 

stem from a lack of funding  
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Examples: 

- Complicated and opaque administrative procedures

- Poor communication between departments / within 

departments

- Poor management 

- Note: these challenges are not often addressed in the 

planning process because: 

- They are not picked up in existing M&E processes and don’t have 

clear ways of being addressed.

- They do not require much/ any funding, which reduces their priority



How to operationalize lessons?
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- Focus on local government needs 

- Not “what do they need to do?” but “what would I need 

if I worked there and wanted to deliver good services?”

- Data

- Capacity for using data and general analysis 

- Processes that support problem identification and resolution  

- Where/ how to not get lost in the planning/ budgeting process  

- Where/ how to use the planning/ budgeting process 

- Looking at current “M&E systems” 

- Don’t forget the bureaucrats 



How to operationalize lessons?
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- Engage national government with a view to 

empowering local government 

- Help strengthen systems to understand problems at LG 

level, rather than “directing” or “doing for” 

- How to interpret Law 23/2014 on LG 

- Look for opportunities to engage NG actors in problem 

identification/ resolution process 

- Work to think about better roles for provinces (INEY) 

- All levels: let problems drive coordination

- Some examples in INEY 




